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DIMENSIONAMENTO DE LOTES EM SISTEMAS MULTIESTAGIOS

SERIAIS CAPACIDADE DE PRODUCAO LIMITADA

RESUMO

O artigo aborda o problema de dimensionamento de lotes em sistemas multiestagios do

tipo serial com limitaefio nos recursos para produeao. Trata-se de um complexo problema de

otimizaeao que faz parte de sistemas MRP (Material Requirements Planning). 0 modelo

matemético que descreve o problema utiliza o conceito de estoque de escalfio e inclui lead

times. Tempos de preparaefio também sfio considerados e isso implica que o problema de

encontrar uma soluefio factivel é NP-Completo.

E proposto um método heuristico que determina um plano de produeao com objetivo

de minimizar custos de estoque, produeao e de preparaefio e que as restrieées de limitaeéo nos

recursos sejam respeitadas. A heuristica tern como im’cio uma solueao para o problema com

capacidade infinita de produefio obtida a partir da aplicaefio sequencial do algoritmo de

Wagner-Whitin. A partir dessa soluqfio, busca-se uma factivel a panir de transferéncias de

panes da produqao entre periodos.

Testes computacionais foram feitos com 1800 exemplos numéricos considerando 40

itens e 18 periodos. Os resultados mostram solueées factiveis obtidas em 84.4% dos

exemplos. Onde nao foi possivel obter solugao factivel, a heuristica encontra soluefies com

excesso de utilizagao de recursos muito baixo. A qualidade das soluefies é avaliada atrave’s da

comparaeio com um limitante inferior obtido por Relaxaeao Lagrangiana e a média de gap foi

menor que lO%.

Palavras-chave: dimensionamento de lotes, sistemas de produeao multiestégios, sistemas

seriais, heuristica.



LOT-SIZING IN CAPACITATED MULTI-STAGE SERIAL SYSTEMS

ABSTRACT

The lot-sizing problem in capacitated multi-stage systems with a serial product

structure is addressed. This is a complex optimization problem that is part of the decision set

in Material Requirements Planning (MRP) systems. The mathematical model that describes

the problem uses the concept of echelon stock and includes lead times. Setup times are taking

into account which implies that the problem of finding a feasible solution is NP-Complete.

This paper proposes a heuristic method that provides a production plan in order to minimize

inventory, production, and setup costs. The heuristic starts from a solution for the

uncapacitated problem which is given by the sequential application of the Wagner-Whitin

algorithm. Feasibility is then attempted by shifting production amounts between periods.

Computational tests conducted in 1800 instances with up to 40 components and 18 periods

have shown that feasible solutions were obtained in 84.4% of the instances. For the infeasible

instances the heuristic is able to find solutions with very low capacity excess. The solutions’

quality is evaluated through a lower bound provided by Lagrangean relaxation and on average

the gap is less than 10%.

Keywords: lot-sizing, multi-stage production systems, serial systems, heuristic.

1. INTRODUCTION

A methodology widely used in multi-stage production systems is Material

Requirements Planning (MRP). An important task in such systems consists of the

determination of the lot size of components in each period of a finite horizon so that forecast



demands are met. Taking into account the production or purchasing lead time of each

component and the product structure, the MRP provides a synchronized production plan of the

components (Volmann et al. 1988). Most MRP systems generate production plans which

ignore capacity constraints. In addition, MRP plans rarely consider setup, production and

inventory costs when deciding lot sizes. As a consequence, the production plans generated are

usually capacity infeasible and uneconomical.

This paper focuses on problems in multi-stage serial capacitated lot-sizing systems

(MSCLS), in order to obtain low cost feasible production plans. The problem tackled here

includes setup times, setup costs and component safety lead times. As pointed out by

Billington et al. (1986), the notion of safety lead time is the unavoidable time from the

moment a component is produced until it is available for consumption. For instance, this

could be the time for paint to dry or hot metal to cool. It should be noted that during this time

there is no resource consumption. When lead time is incorporated, the model and the solution

methods become more complex due to the need of synchronizing the production planning

periods of the components. In this case, a component can only be planned when its

predecessor is available for consumption.

Florian et al. (1980) have shown that the single-item capacitated lot-sizing problem

without setup time is NP-hard which implies that the MSCLS problem is also NP-hard.

Furthermore, when setup times are considered the decision problem associated with the

existence of a feasible solution is NP-Complete. For these reasons most methods proposed in

the literature are heuristics.

Most of the research that has been conducted so far addresses the problem with zero

setup times. In this class of problems few optimal algorithms have been proposed (Steinberg

and Napier 1980; Chiu and Lin 1988). However, there has been a greater development of

heuristic methods. For uncapacitated problems, Blackburn and Millen (1982) introduce
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modified costs in the objective function in order to represent the interrelation of items in

assembly-type product structures and then apply mono-stage procedures to the modified

problem. In another work of the same authors (Blackburn and Millen 1984), the modified cost

technique is generalized to take into account capacity constraints in different stages. Using the

same modification, Maes and Van Wassenhove (1991) propose heuristics for serial structures

and in Billington et al. (1994) different mono-stage heuristics are compared.

Maes et al. (1991) solve the capacitated problem by linear programming (LP) and

propose heuristics to round the binary variables associated to setup decisions. Kuik et al.

(1993) propose similar LP-relaxation combined with simple implementations of Simulated

Annealing and Tabu Search. The application of Simulated Annealing is based on the

implementation ofKuik and Salomon (1990) for the uncapacitated problem.

Roll and Karni (1991) present a model for multistage lot-sizing problems with unit

lead time for all components. The method starts by finding a solution by the sequential

application of the uncapacitated single-item Wagner-Whitin algorithm (Wagner and Whitin

1958), and then applies a heuristic based on shifting production amounts between periods. The

heuristic consists of 9 types of production shifts, four of them attempting to find a feasible

solution and the rest trying to find better cost solutions.

Focusing on problems with setup times, it can be noted that there are only a few

articles proposed in the literature. The paper of Billington et al. (1983) presents a

mathematical model that considers setup times and proposes a compression technique for the

reduction of the size of the product structure, but it does not effectively provide a solution

method. In another work, Billington et al. (1986) study the multi-stage problem with

constrained production capacity in only one work center (bottleneck). The model which

considers setup times, setup costs and component safety lead times is solved by a heuristic

based on Lagrangean relaxation. Toklu and Wilson (1992) propose a greedy heuristic for
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solving special cases of the model presented by Billington et al. (1986). In a recent article,

Harrison and Lewis (1996) present a heuristic for serial assembly systems with multiple

constrained resources without taking into account setup costs. The method fixes the binary

variables associated with the setup times and then solves a sequence of linear programming

models.
I

Clark and Armentano (1993) present a mathematical model for the general structure

case based on that proposed by Billington et al. (1983), using the concept of echelon stock. In

another article, Clark and Armentano (1995) present a heuristic method to solve the problem

as formulated in Clark and Armentano (1993) which starts by finding a solution generated by

the sequential application of the Wagner-Whitin algorithm to the uncapacitated problem, and

then it attempts to attain feasibility through production shifts between periods. Franca et al.

(1997) improve the method presented in Clark and Armentano (1995) by introducing new

iterative procedures which increase the likelihood of attaining feasibility. In contrast to the

heuristic proposed by Clark and Armentano, which stops when a feasible solution is found,

the improved version in able to provide several quality solutions.

This paper presents a heuristic method to provide a production plan in multi-stage

serial systems considering inventory, production, and setup costs, as well as a finite amount of

resources for the production and setup of each item. In addition, non-zero lead times are

assumed. The heuristic starts from a solution to the corresponding uncapacitated problem and

tries to obtain a feasible solution by moving production backwards and forwards in time.

When these movements are not allowed, a new shift procedure which explores the

dependency among components in the product structure is activated. This leads to significant

improvements in the results, especially with regards to finding feasible solutions. The paper is

organized as follows. In section 2, the problem is modeled through the use of echelon stock.



Section 3 describes the proposed heuristic method as well as an illustrative example. Finally,

computational results and conclusions are presented in section 4 and 5, respectively.

2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

In this section, the MSCLS problem is formulated as a mixed-integer programming

model using the concept of echelon stock (Clark and Scarf 1960; Afentakis et al. 1984) in a

rolling horizon scheme. The components are numbered from 1 to N and the final item is

assumed to be the number 1. Consider the following mathematical notation:

Variables:

x“ lot-size of component i in period t.

y“ 1, if component i is produced in period t; 0, otherwise.

In inventory stock of component i at the end of period t

E“ level of echelon stock of component i at the end of period t.

Parameters:

N number of components.

T number of planning periods.

K number of resources.

cit unit production cost of component i in period t.

Sit setup cost incurred if component i is produced in period t.

en unit cost of echelon stock of component i at the end of period t.

vikt unit amount of resource k used in the production of component i in period t.

fikt fixed amount of resource k used in the setup of component i in period t.

bkt amount of resource k available in period t.

Uit upper bound for X“.

D, echelon demand of component i in period t.

rij number of components i needed by one unit of the successor component j.

L(i) lead time of component i, ensuring that the lot x“ is available for consumption only at

the beginning of period t+L(i).



T(i)+l the period at which, on a rolling’horizon of T periods, production planning of

component i must start in order to satisfy demand for its immediate successor at

periods t 2 T(i)+ 1+L(i) and. eventually with that of the end-item. The lot x“ belongs to

one of the following three categories: (1) if tsT(i) then X“ is known from previous

rolling horizon applications of the model and has a fixed value; (2) if T(i)+ISt ST(i)+T
then xit is a model decision variable; (3) if t>T(i)+T then xit is beyond the planning

horizon and will enter the model only in future rolling horizon application. Further

details about T(i) and how it is determined can be found in Clark and Armentano

(1993).

Echelon stock is defined as:

't — ~ _l
Ii,L(i)+t ‘ ‘ 1

E _ {Iain
+ ri,i—l Ei—l,L(i)+t i i 1

In words, Eh is the total system stock of component i at the end of period t, both as a

stand-alone component, ILLU)“, and as part of the successor component ri,,--|Ei-1,L(;)+t.

Similarly, echelon demand is defined as the total demand of an component, i.e., its

own independent demand plus the echelon demand of the successor component:

itD _
dim,“ + ri,i—I Di—l,L(i)+t i=f= 1

duo)“ i = 1

The mathematical model below is a specialization for the serial structure case of the

model proposed in Clark and Armentano (1993).



N T(i)+T N T(i)

(ME): minimize Z Z [sityit + c, X“ + e“ En] + Z Z en E“ (1)
i=1 t=T(i)+l i=l 1:1

subject to

Ei,,_1+ xit — Eit =Dit i= 1, ...,N ; t= 1+T(i), ...,T+T(i) (2)

r,,_,E,_U+Li s E, i= 1, ...,N ; t= 1+T(i), ..,T+T(i) (3)

2 [fm y, + vikt x,] s bkt k= 1, ...,K ; t= 1, ...,T+T(1) (4)
iltsT(i)+T

xit S Uityit i: 15 ---s N ; = 1+T(i)a '--s T+T(i) (5)

xi, 20,15it 20 e ye{o,1} 1= 1,...,N ; t= 1+T(i), ...T+T(i) (6)

The objective function consists of the minimization of setup, production, and

inventory costs involving only the decision periods of each component. Due to the fact that

the model is applied on a rolling horizon basis, the variables are those between T(i)+l to

T(i)+T. The values of x“, yit, and E“ for t S T(i) are fixed, as they were decided in the previous

application of the model. It is shown (Clark and Armentano 1993) that the constant term

N—lT(i)

2 e“ Eit is due to the equivalence between models using conventional and echelon
1= t=l

stocks. Constraints (2) represent the inventory balance equations. The inter-echelon

constraints (3) follow from the definition of echelon stock and the non-negativity of the

conventional stock In. The capacity constraints in (4) state that the fixed and variable

resources used for production are limited to the resource amount available in period t.

Constraints (5) provide an upper bound for X“, if y“ = l, and ensure that xit=0, if Yit=0. It can

be easily shown that EitZO in (6) is redundant and follows from (3).



3. THE HEURISTIC METHOD

The method consists of three procedures. Initially, procedure P1 assumes that the

constraint set (4) is relaxed in model ME, and finds an uncapacitated solution by applying the

optimal Wagner-Whitin algorithm to each component. Starting from the final-item, the

algorithm is then applied to components 2, 3..., N in order to obtain a production plan. As the

solution found in P1 is likely to be infeasible, i.e., there may be periods when the resource

amount spent is greater than the capacity available in the period, the smoothing procedure P2

tries to find a feasible solution by shifting production amounts between time periods. When no

amount of any component can be transferred from a given period t, a new shifting routine tries

to move quantities of other components in order to create a shift for a component in period t.

The improvement procedure P3 starts from the solution found in P2 and searches for a lower

cost feasible solution. In the following, the procedures P2 and P3 are described in detail.

Smoothing Procedure P2

The percentage capacity exceeded in period t can be expressed by

+K

Excess(t) = 1002 ( Z [fikt yit + vikt xi! ' bu) bkt (7)
k=l i/tST(i)+T

where a+ = max {0, a}. Procedure P2 tries to move portions of the production from periods

with Excess(t)>0 to other periods, aiming to reduce the use of resource in period t, and

searching for a feasible solution. A move can be represented by (q,i,t,t€), which means that a

quantity q of component i is moved from period t to period tl.

Procedure P2 is divided into a backward step in time, where periods t=T(1)+T,...,2 are

analyzed in that order with ti < t, and a forward step where periods are analyzed in the order t

= l,2,...,T(l)+T-1 with ti >t. In each of these steps and at each period where Excess(t) > 0, the



procedure analyzes shifts (q,i,t,t8) for those components i which are produced in period t. The

periods tI are those between t‘and r, where

max {1, last period in which there is production of component i} if ti < t
min {T(l) + T, first period in which there is production of component i} if ti > t

The amount of the component to be shifted is determined in such a way as to satisfy

constraints (2) and (3). For each component i that is produced in an infeasible period t, first

determine Mm, which represents the maximum amount of component i that can be moved

from period t to tI in such a way that the inter-echelon feasibility is preserved. It is also

checked whether there is an amount an smaller than Mm that reduces Excess(t) to zero for a

given resource. The choice between these two quantities is based on a cost index R(q,i,t,tt)

calculated as a function of the total cost variation caused by the shift per unit of overload

eliminated.

For a given infeasible period t, it may occur that no shifts are allowed because Mm. =

O, for any i and tI. In this case, the procedure calls the routine create_shift, which tries to

perform specific shifts in periods other than t. The calculation of Mm, Qitk, R(q,i,t,tl) and the

routine create_shift are detailed below:

0 Mn," for tl < t

From equation (2), when a shift (q,i,t,tl) with tI < t is performed the inventory level of

component i in periods tl to H will be added by q. In order to ensure that constraints (3) are

satisfied, the quantity q must be such that

rm; (Ei,8+L(i+l) + (l) 5 Ei+|,a 5 = tt ‘L(i+1)’- - -’t‘L(i+1)'1

or

Burs-um) _ ri+l,iEi,8
5 ___ if“— ,...ri+|,i

qs



Thus,

"r'r'E'a . .l+,l l. JR} If 1¢Ni+l_5—L(i+1)0
E

Mm] =
a=t‘1“,f§t-1{

r (8)
i+l,i

xit if i = N

. Mm,“ for tt > t

Similarly, from equation (2), a shift (q,i,t,tl) reduces by q the inventory of component i

in periods t to tI-l. From (3), we can write

I'm-1 Ei-l,8+L(i) 5 Eu; _ q 5 = t,...,t£-1

Thus,

8=inilt1t—l {Ems ‘ ri,i—1Ei-l,8+l.(i) , xit 53 i ¥= 1

Mm,” =
5=inirti—1{Ei’8 > X“ SC 1 = l (9)

' Qi,t,k

The quantity that reduces the overload of resource k in a given periodt can be

expressed by

+
N

Q“,k = (Z (fjkt yjt +ij xj, )_b“J /vikt , if QM < Mi,t,tt
J=|

° R(q,i,t, ti)

As mentioned earlier, the choice of the amount to be shifted is based on the calculation

of the cost index R(q,i,t, tt) for each one of the candidate shifts (q,i,t, ti).

Acost +13 . Penalty
Excess_decrease

R(q,i,t,t£) = (10)



Acost is the ratio Additional_cost/Total_cost, where Additiona1_cost is the cost change

due to the shift (q,i,t,tl) and Total_._cost corresponds to the current production and inventory

cost for all components. The expression for Additional_cost is as follows

2:6“s if tt<t
Additional cost = su — su + c. — c. + H """“'

__ l 2 q ( it). n)
_ei8 If tl > t

8=l,..,,ti-l

where,

Sm. if xi». = 0 Sir if q = Xi:
su = , su = .1

O otherW1se 2 0 otherwrse

The Penalty term is a non-negative quantity which can be interpreted as a cost for

overuse of resources in periods t and ti. and B is a control parameter. It is defined as

Penalty = Excess_after(t)+ [ Excess_after(tl) — Excess_ before(tt)]

where,

Excess_ before(t) = Excess(t) before the move.

Excess_ afier(t) = Excess(t) after the move.

The cost index denominator Excess_decrease is given by

Excess_decrease = Excess_before(t) - Excess_after(t)

We call cycle a sequence of a backward and a forward step. During the first cycle [3

=1, and if a feasible solution is not found, B is increased by 1 in the subsequent cycles. In this

way, the increase of parameter [3 in the smoothing procedure gives greater importance to the

overuse of resources. If no feasible solution is found after a prespecified number of cycles, the

procedure fails.

The shift (q,i,t,tl) that yields the smallest value of R(q,i,t,tl) is performed and new

shifts are executed while Excess(t) is greater than zero.

0 Create_shift

ll



fi—u-a—

——

When Mm,“ = O for all items i and all periods tl, no shift is allowed from a given period

t. Thus, the procedure create_shift tries to alter the echelon stock of other components in

specific periods so that MN > 0.

Similarly to the calculation of Mi,t,t| , the routines create__shift for tI < t and tl > t are distinct.

a) Create_shift_backward (ti < t)

Consider the shift (q,i,t,t|), where tI = t-l, xii > 0, and i ¢ N. If Mi,m.1= 0, from (8) it

follows that

ELt—l—LU) —rj,iEi’,_l = 0 j=i+l

In order to have M;,t,t_1> 0, the echelon stock ELt-I-LG) should be increased. For this, a

shift from a period greater than t-l-LG) to the period t-l-L(j) is required. A shift (qJ,t-L(j),t-1-

L0)) is attempted in order to simplify the routine. If such a shift exists, it is performed and

therefore Ej,t-l-L(j) is increased and MW.) becomes greater than zero. If this shift is not possible

because Mj’ t-LG), t-l-LG) = O, the same procedure is repeated, and a shift for component j is

attempted by examining its predecessor component. As shown below, the routine is recursive,

and it succeeds if Mm.1> 0; otherwise it fails.

Create_shift_backward ( i, t )

if i=N then return(failure)
else {

i = H]
ti = t ~L(i)
if T(i)+1 < ti 5 T(i)+T and Xi,tl>° then {

if Mum-1 = 0 then result = Create_shift_backward (i, ti)
else result = success

if result = success
do the shift (Mj,tj,tj-], i, ti, ti-l)

- return(success)
else retum(failyra)

else return (failure)
}

}

b) Create_shift_forward (tl > t)

12



Analogously, consider the shift (q,i,t,tl), where tI = t+1, xit > 0, Eu > 0 and i¢l. If

Mm“ = 0, then from (9)

E—rijEj,t+L(i) = 0 j=i‘1i,t

In the forward routine, the echelon stock Ej,t+L(i). should be decreased in order to have

Mi,t,t-1> 0. Hence, it is necessary to move component j from a period t+L(i) to a later period so

as to reduce the echelon stock ELM“). A shift (q, j, t+L(i), t + L(i)+1) is attempted to simplify

the procedure. If such a shift exists, it is performed and therefore Ej,t+L(i) is reduced and MW“

becomes greater than zero. If this shift is not possible due to Mj,t+L(i),t+L(i+l) = O, a shift for

component j is attempted by examining its successor component. The pseudo-code follows.

Create_shift_forward ( i, t )

{

if i=l then return (failure)
else {

i = H
ti = t+L(i)
if T(i)+1 5 ti < T(i)+T and xm > 0 then {

if Mum“. 1 =0 then result = Create_shift_fon~ard ( i, ti )

else result = success
if result = success

do the shift (Mj,tj,tj+ 1, i, ti, ti+ I)
return(success)

else return(failure)

else return (failure)
}

}

Note that the routine create_shift fails if: (1) item j is not within its planning periods;

(2) there is no production of item j in period tj; (3) the attempt to move item j is unsuccessful.

The backward and forward steps are performed consecutively until a feasible solution

has been found or a stopping criterion has been reached. In each of the steps, routine

create_shift is run every time that it is not possible to perform shifts due to Mm; being zero.

13



Improvement Procedure P3

If procedure P2 yields a feasible solution, then procedure P3 is applied in an attempt to

find a lower cost solution. This procedure is similar to P2, also employing the backward and

forward steps. However, during procedure P3 we only allow feasible and improving solutions.

The maximum quantity to maintain capacity feasibility for a shift (q,i,t,t£) can be calculated as

Fm = m1n{Mi,.,.;k13L{f}((Gi,k..)}

where

GU“ = maximum quantity of item i that can be moved from period t to period 1: so as not to

violated the capacity constraint in t. For a given resource k, such a quantity is given by

u if x.=0It

if x“ >o

where

N

Jkfl = bkfl ' Z(fithit + Viktxit)
i=1

represents the capacity slack of resource k in period ‘t.

Two quantities are analyzed in a shift (q,i,t,tl): q = PM and q sampled from the

uniform distribution U[l, Fm,“ ]. Computational tests have shown that the inclusion of this

random quantity leads to better solutions. Among all candidate shifts (q,i,t£) in a given period t

we choose the one which minimizes the ratio Acost as defined in (10). As the procedure

searches for improving solutions, only negative values of Acost are accepted. The backward

and forward steps are performed consecutively until no improving solution is found.

14



The heuristic proposed in this article, denoted FAB, uses a similar approach to that

suggested in Clark and Armentano_(1995) and in Franca et al (1997). However, the proposed

method introduces new features which proved to be quite effective when dealing With serial

systems. In Clark and Armentano (1995) the procedure P2 consists of a single pass backward

step and the choice of the best move does not make use of a penalty term. The inclusion of the

creat_shift routine made it possible to increase significantly the number of feasible solutions

as shown in section 5. Finally, our method generalizes the improvement procedure P3

proposed in Franca et al. (1997) to problem with nonzero lead times

4. AN EXAMPLE

Consider a serial structure with 3 components (N=3) constrained by one resource

(K=1) over a 4-period planning horizon (T=4) with parameters shown in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1. Parameters for the example

L(i) l
Cit I

sit 100

eit 2
fit 150

Vit 1

d“ 50 for i = 1

5 for i = 2 and 3

Table 2.Resource availability
t 1 2 3 4 5 6

b 500 500 600 600 400 300

From the component lead times the T(i) values are given by T(l)=2, T(2)=l and

T(3)=0. These values show that the planning of component 3 begins in period 1 (T(3)+l) and

is available to be used in period 2. Therefore, component 2 can be planned in periods 2, 3, 4

and 5 and component 1 in periods 3, 4, 5, and 6.

15



Table 3 shows the production quantities obtained by the sequential application of

Wagner-Whitin algoritth and the corresponding echelon stock and echelon demand.

Table 3. Initial solution
Period 1 2 3 4 5 6

Du
' " 50 50 50 50

x" . 50 50 50 50
Bit set" g; 0 0 0 0

th W t 55 55 55 55 *

xzt f’ 55 55 55 55 *

Ea - 0 0 0 0 *

D3t 60 60 60 60 * *

X3t 60 60 60 60 * *

13st 0 0 0 0 * *

Table 5. Feasible solution at the end of the smoothing procedure

50 50 50 50
50 50 100 0

0 0 50 O

55 55 55 *

0 110 0 *

55 0 55 *

60 60 * *

120 0 * *

60 0 * *

Assume that the values in the shading cells have been obtained by previous

applications of the model. The asterisks in Table 3 are associated to values which will be

obtained in future applications of the model.

It is easy to see that the initial solution is capacity infeasible. Table 4 shows the

application of the smoothing procedure and the resulting feasible solution is presented in

Table 5.
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Excess(6)=((50 1+ 150)-300) /3oo=o

Table 4. Smoothin_ rocedure for the exam-le

Excess(5) = ( (50+55)*1 + 2*150 - 400)+ /400 = 1.3%
i=1 tt=4 M|,5,4=0 '

i = 2 ti = 4 M2,5’4 = 0

every Mrs," = 0 => Create_shifi_backward ( i=2 , t=5 )
j=3, tj=4, M3,4,3= 60 => success

M2.5.4 = 55 R(55.2.5.4)=0-43
move q=60 of i=3 from t=4 to t=3.
move q=55 of i=2 from t=5 to t=4.

Excess(4) = ( 600 - ( (50+110)*1+300) ) + = o
c—r

v-v

||
||

lo)

A

Excess(3) = ( (50+55+120)*1+450~600 ) + /600 = 12.5%
i = 1 ti is not a planning period; no shifi is allowed
i = 2 ti = 2
i=3 tl=2

M2}; = 0
M3,3,2 = 120
Q3 3 l = 75

R(120,3,3,2)=2-51

R05 1 1 2x =1-83 move q=75 of i=3 from t=3 to t=2
Excess(2) = ( ( 50+55+135)* l+450~500)+/500 =38%
i=l
i=2
.=3

does not belong to this planning period
tt is not a planning period; no shift is allowed

,

R<135,._2,>°=-46

- sow/500 _.9_%

R<135,3,1,2) = 3-37

move q=135 of i=3 f m t=2 t t-l

Excess(6) 0

R(4s,3,1,2) = 2-27

ti = 3 MW = 75 R<75,3,1.3) = -0.12 move q=75 of i=3 from t=1 to t=3
Q311=45 R(45313)='0,07

t = 2 Excess(2) = (500 hLQSO+55)*1+300))+ = 0
t = 3 Excess(3) = ((50+55+120)*l+450 - 600)+/600 = 12.5%

i=1 fl=4 M1,3,4=0
l = 2 ti = 4 M2,3_4 = 0
i = 3 ti = 4 MW = 5 R533,” = 22.7 move q=5 of i=3 from t=3 to t=4
Excess(3) > 0
i = tt = 4 Ml,3,4 = 0
1:2 tt=4 M2_3'4=0
=3 tl=4 M3_3‘4=0

MI 3," = O : Create_shift_forward (i=2,t=3)
j=1, tj=4, M,“ = 0 :> Create_shifi_fon~ard (i=l,t=4) :> failure (i=l)

Create_shifi__forward (i=3,t=3)
j=2, tj=4, Mus = 55 :> success move q=55 of i=2 from t=4 to t=5

M314 = 55 R(55'3_3'4) = ‘0,06 ' move (1:55 Of 1:3 from t=3 to t=4
Excess(3) > 0
MW, = 0 : Create_shift_forward (i=2,t=3) => failure

Create_shifi_forward (i=3,t=3) => failure
It is not possible to eliminate the excess

t = 4 Excess(4) = 2.5 % No shifts were possible in this period
t 5 1.2 % No shifts were oossible in this eriod

Excess(5) = 1.2%
Ml,5,ll = 0 =>

Excess(S) = 0

Create_shifi_forward (i=2, t=5)
j = 3, tj = 4, MM; = 60 => success

M2,s,4 = 55 R(55,2,5,4) = 0-42
move q=60 of i=3 from t=4 to t=3
move q=60 of i=3 from t=4 to t=3

Excess(4) = 0
Excess(3) = 12.5% move q=55 of i=2 from t=3 to t=2

II

Nw-bF’s-OH II

Excess(2) = 0
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5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

The heuristic was coded
,
in C language and tests were conducted on a SUN

SPARCstation 20. Instances were generated according to the dimensions shown in Table 6,

totaling 30 different sizes. Data for these instances were generated from a uniform distribution

in the intervals presented in Table 7. Parameter I'ij is a constant fixed at value 1 and L(i) was

randomly generated from the values 0 or 1.

Table 6. Dimensions of the instances
N 3, 6, 10, 20,40
T 6, 12,18
K 1, 2

Table 7. Parameters generated from a uniform distribution U a,b]
Parameter Interval [a,b] Observation

on [1.5,2]
sit [5,95] low setup cost

[50,950] high setup cost
en [0.2,4]
vikt [150,200] k = 1

[200,300] k = 2

fikt [15,2] k = 1

[2,3] k = 2
d“ [0,18] i¢ 1

[0,180] i= 1

The available capacity for each resource k in each period t (ka) is calculated from the

solution obtained with the application of a lot-for-lot policy which consists of producing in

each period t the demand of this period. Initially, the total amount of each resource used in

this solution is calculated as

T(i)+TN

Bk =2 2 (fikt+viktDit) k=1,...,K
l=1 l=|

Dn>0

Then the amount of resource k available in each period is

18



Bk

T(1)+T p‘Bk: =

where pt is defined as

number of components i in period t / t S T(i) + T

Npt:

The capacity bk, is defined as the ratio Bkt/a where or assumes the values 0.9, 1.0, and

1.1, representing loose, normal, and tight capacity levels, respectively.

In order to exemplify the capacity calculations, consider a solution obtained by the

application of the lot-by-lot policy to the example introduced in section 4. Using the data in

Table 3, the amount B1 = 3065 and B1, for t=1,...,6 is given by 3065/6 , 3065/6 , 3065/6 ,

3065/6 , (3065/6) 2/3 , (3065/6) 1/3 ), that is, ( 511, 511, 511, 511, 341, 170). Note that, p5 =

2/3 and p6 = 1/3 since there are two components planned in period 5 and one component in

period 6.

For each size (Table 6), each setup cost (Table 7) and each capacity level, 10 different

seeds were used to generate a total of 1800 instances. The heuristic’s performance is analyzed

with respect to 2 factors, setup cost and capacity level, resulting in 6 instance types, as shown

in Table 8.

Table 8. Type description
Type Setup cost Capacity level

1 low 1.1

2 high 1.1

3 low 1.0

4 high 1.0

5 low 0.9
6 high 0.9
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Results are grouped according to instance types (Figures 1 and 2) and instance sizes

(Figures 3, 4 and 5). Figure 1 shows the percentage of feasible solutions (FEA) that the

heuristic was able to find with respect to the total number of instances. The notation used

follows:

CA heuristic by Clark and Armentano

FAB heuristic proposed in this article

100

go .. .................................................
80 ~

v

'

70 . .......
so f -----

50 ..

l

......
40 - ------------
30 — ------------
20 ..

10 --

%FEA

I CA

[3 FAB

type 1 type 2 type 3 type 4 type 5 type 6 type 1 type 2 type 3 type 4 type 5 type 6

K=1 K=2

Figure 1. Percentage of feasible solutions found by the heuristic

As expected, the heuristic is able to find a higher percentage of feasible solutions for

instances with loose capacity (types 5 and 6). For such types the heuristic attained a feasibility

degree of 90% as compared to a degree of 30% of the heuristic CA.

Figure 3 presents the average percentage of overuse of the resources (OVER) of the

initial solution given by the application of the Wagner-Whitin algorithm and the final

solutions obtained by the heuristics CA and H. Such a percentage can be viewed as a measure

of the infeasibility degree of a solution and is expressed by
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t=l

T(l)+T
OVER = 100( Z Excess(t) / T(l) + T]

where Excess(t) is given by (7).

10.0 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

8.0 ----------------------------------------------------------

a:
% 6 0 """"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" "Dinitlal

'

* matter CA
4-0 """"""""""""""""""" 1:1 after FAB

type1 type2 type3 type4 types types type1 type2 type3 type4 type5 type6

K=1 K=2

Figure 2. Infeasibility degree of the initial and heuristic solutions

Note that for instances with tight capacity (types 1 and 2) the maximum average

infeasibility degree is less than 3% and for the other capacity levels this degree decreases to

less than l%. As shown in Figures 1 and 2, the performance of the heuristic concerning the

indexes FEA and OVER is almost not affected by the number of resources.

Figures 3 and 4 show that for instances with up to 20 items, the heuristic is able to find

feasible solutions for almost all instances, and the degree of infeasibility is negligible. For

instances with 40 items the original capacity ratios Bm/bkt revealed to be too tight and for this

reason were reduced to 0.7, 0.8 and 1.0. The number of infeasible solutions in this case has

increased, however the associated infeasibility degree does not exceed 4.5% on average.
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zo- ----------

of 3x6 3x12 'ina 6x6 6xiz ' 6m "6&6"ersz ions 20x6 zmlz 20m 40x6 40x12 40x13

, viT

Figure 3. Percentage of feasible solutions versus instance size.

I00

Dinitial
flatter CA

El after FAB

%0VER

3x6 3x12
'

ma 6x6 6x12 6xI8 um 10x12 10m 20m 20x12 zous 40x6 40x12 40x|8

NxT

Figure 4. Infeasibility degree of the initial and heuristic solutions versus instance size.

In the following, the quality of the solutions generated by the heuristics FAB and CA is

compared to a lower bound given by the Lagrangean relaxation with respect to constraints (3)

and (4).
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3x6 3x12 3x18 6x6 6x12 6118 1016 10x12 10x10 20:6 20x12 20x10 40x6 40x|2 40xl8

' " ' "NXT

|0.0. .. ......

5.0~'—

Figure 5. Gap between heuristic values and Lagrangean lower bound

The relaxed model derived from ME decomposes into a set of N independent,

uncapacitated, single-item lot-sizing problem solvable by the Wagner-Whitin algorithm .

Subgradient optimization is then used to obtain a lower bound. Figure 5 shows the average

relative percentage deviation (GAP) between the heuristics and the lower bound for each

instance size.

Table 10. Overall performance of the heuristics.
CA FAB

N OVER FEA GAP Time(s) OVER FEA GAP Time(s) OVER
(WW)

3 3.4 42.8 6.1 0.00 1.84 99.4 5.6 0.00 0.01
6 2.6 38.9 11.2 0.00 1.04 100.0 10.4 0.01 0.00
10 2.7 25.3 19.7 0.00 1.53 99.4 17.8 0.03 0.00
20 6.3 2.5 21.8 0.00 3.87 79.7 16.6 0.10 0.34
40 9.1 2.5 6.8 0.01 5.86 31.4 6.7 0.35 4.39

Mean 4.8 22.4 11.3 0.00 2.83 82.0 10.3 0.10 0.95

Table 10 presents the performance of the heuristics with respect to feasibility and

solutions’ quality. Compared to heuristic CA, the heuristic FAB is able to obtain a much

larger number of feasible solutions for all instance sizes while reducing the overuse of
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resources relative to the initial WW solution. Regarding to the quality measure GAP, the

proposed heuristic performed better than heuristic CA, although not so significantly as

compared to the feasibility improvement.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This article has proposed a new heuristic for lot-sizing in capacitated multi—stage serial

systems. The mathematical model includes features, such as lead times and setup times, that

can be found in practical applications and not often considered in the lot-sizing literature. The

heuristic starts from a solution to the corresponding uncapacitated problem and attempts to

obtain a feasible solution by shifting production amounts backwards and forwards in time.

When these moves are not allowed, a new shift procedure (create__shift) which explores the

dependency among components in the product structure is activated. Computational

experiments involving 1800 instances with up to 40 components and 18 periods showed that

the proposed heuristic was able to find feasible solutions in 84.4 % of the instances while

reducing the overuse of resources relative to the initial WW solution. For instances with tight

capacity (types 1 and 2) the maximum average infeasibility degree is less than 3% and for the

other capacity levels this degree decreases to less than 1%.
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